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RARE INTERVIEW WITH STEFANO GIULIANETTI
We at Much Ado recently tracked down young up and comer Stefano
Giulianetti after a sold out performance of Tony n' Tina's Wedding and
got an exclusive interview. Here's what he had to say:

Much Ado: We
were under the
impression you had
left Tony n' Tina's
Wedding several
months ago, how
come you're back?

Stefano
Giulianetti: Well I
was offered a new
part in the show for
a 3 month contract
so I took it.  I had a
lot of letters from
my fans begging for
me to return.  The
character I play
now is Timmy the
videographer and I
must say I'm glad to

be back, I'm having a
blast.

MA: Are you staying
on for more than one
contract?

SG: I'd love to, but I
can't.  I'm going to
Italy in late August
and when I get back
in September I have
some tentative things
on the go…

MA: That's exciting!
Any plans while
you're in Italy?

SG: Yes, I'll be
practicing my Italian

so I can do more voice
over work, and of
course I'll be working
on my tan.

MA: So you're back
doing Voice-overs
again?

SG: Yeah, I did one
recently in Italian.  I
really enjoyed working
on it, and of course
the cartoon (Bots
Master) I did a while
back.  I'm hoping to
get back into it.

MA: How do you feel
about leaving in the
busy season for film &
Television?

SG: It's a bit of a
shame but I'm in no
rush, my agent will
send me out for
auditions when I get
back, so…

MA: …So, good
luck, and have fun in
Italy!
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BASIC FACTS
Hair: Sultry Brown
Eyes: Baby Blue
Height: Ideal
Weight: Perfect
Age: Flexible
Languages: English

 Italiano
 Français

To Reach Giulianetti
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